What not to Say At the Dinner Table
(The Four Doors To The Apocalypse)

(newest)
this project is derived from the book of revelations notion of the
four horsemen of the apocalypse and the traditional taboo subjects
to bring up in a conversation at a dinner table
history has shown that all extremes have existed. history is indeed
repeating. what has changed is our access to world information
this information however is increasingly controlled and filtered to
the masses.
the masses are following what society has laid up for them an outline or blueprint for how to lead their lives.
to blindly follow the leader without intervention of ones free will
to see various viewpoints from sources other than corporate owned
media outlets will further lead to history repeating but for how
much longer.
(old)
A look at hot topic issues. a stepping point to an awareness that information can be used to both control and enlighten you. This depends on if you take an active role in obtaining information, or if
you simply swallow what is feed to you.
The internet is an tremendous resource, a daunting amount of information, if when used wisely can reveal truths and ideas, not seen
or heard on mainstream (corporate) media
99.9% of the video and information shown here, was researched and
obtained by using the internet
Its then no wonder why the internet is coming under attack both by
the government and corporations
Continue to blindly manufacture and consume
(older)

in a time when we are more concerned about erections, size of a
women's bust line and the price of gas, while 100,000 have died in the
iraq war at a cost of 100 million a minute. people dying of starvation
around the world, while we drive up to a window and can ‘super size’
our food order. when CEOS get hundreds of millions in retirement
pay.

i
at a time when information is abundant, we rely on slogans and commercials to shape our political convictions
2
we can ignore the cost and blood shed of a war so remote, constantly reminded to be fearful, yet encouraged to consume
3
we can drive to a window and receive giant portions of food, yet people are dying from starvation
4
men are reminded about their ability to achieve erections, and women
are sold an artificial substance to cut into their breasts
A look at history has shown that not much has changed, invasions
and war predate Jesus, as do Famines every since agriculture appeared
greed took hold, sexual perversions existed.
This information can either be a threat, or a tool to preventing you
from the bombardment of propaganda.
Has technology made things eiaser or rather brought more complexity and diversions, from things that actually matter
if such issues were discussed more openly and freely perhaps, the direction of life on this small planet

What not to Say At the Dinner Table
(The Four Doors To The Apocalypse)

Navigation:

Text walls:
are read left to right, top to bottom
please feel free to use the highlighters to ‘highlight’
passages of interest to you

Doors:
on the inside of the doors (non-projected side)
feel free to answer any or all of the following:
A) what you remember growing up that was not to be said at the dinner table...
B) what you think should not be said at the dinner table...
C) what you would like to say at the dinner table…

Video Durations:
1 conquest/ politicts

5:06

2. war / religion

5:27

3. famine / money

4:55

4. death / sex

4:55

dinner talk

4:22

interactive multi video installation by stephen anderson www.mixedmediaexpressions.com

